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Even the ghosts have secrets in Dead Water ....For Celeste Blackmoore and her sisters, locating a
hundred year old buried treasure in the gold mining ghost town of Dead Water sounds like an easy
job ... until they find themselves facing threats from both sides of the grave.While dealing with a
ghost who wants revenge, a sheriff who wants to lock them up and a thieving stranger who wants
them out of town, the girls find themselves using their unique paranormal skills to investigate a
century old secret that holds the key to the treasure.Throw in a hunky bartender, a shotgun toting
old timer, a mysterious stranger from their past and, of course, their trusty cat Belladonna who
always knows just where to look (if only the sisters would listen to her!) and the girls soon discover
that looking for buried treasure can be deadly.In a town where no one, including the ghosts, are
what they seem, can the girls find the treasure before they end up in grave danger?
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I have read all four books and had to read each one in one setting. They are that good! There's
treasure hunting, ghosts of relatives past, a cat named Belladonna that helps them with clues to the
mysteries. I think it would be so cool to have a cat like that! Buried Secrets brings the sisters out

west to try to find a buried treasure from a stagecoach robbery that happened in the late 1800's. I
loved this book. Give this series a try, you will be glad you did. I hope there is going to be more
books in this series!

The sisters head out to the wild west in the novella. It starts with them trying to figure out where a
buried treasure is from a long ago stagecoach robbery. Along the way, they encounter an old
woman with a gun, bad guys, ghosts, and grandma pretending she's a saloon girl.This book was a
wonderful read! I LOVE this series. The books always suck me in until I'm all done and wishing they
were longer.... and that is my only complaint about this book: I wish it was longer. According to my
kindle it is 136 pages long... I'm not a novella fan, only because I love to read. I can't wait until the
next one comes out!! Maybe it'll finally be about the youngest sister. :-)

As I have read the first three book in this series I had high hopes for this continuation the series.It is
great to see more development to the sisters and the development in this story. Yet there is a
disjointed feeling to the flow of the overall continuity of the story, especially when the last story ends
with the idea of the sisters going to the ghost town but for some unknown reason two years has
passed but is unexplained. At least that it how it comes across when Jolene is 19 at the end of book
three and 21 for this one. There is no explanation for this or for the knowing but not knowing about
their powers. Not to mention this is the second book where their mysterious helping hand in Mateo
not being explained yet again.Once again though there is the issue with the sisters forgetting things
they are told until they remember them too late or just in the nick of time it can be frustrating as you
the reader can get frustrated by they way this happens.I see o hope the next xxx t book is better as
this series has caught my attention and I want to see what happens.

The Blackmoore sisters have travelled to an old mining town in Nevada, seeking a long-lost treasure
said to be buried in or near the ghost town that once supported the mining community. The quest
was conjured and driven by Luke's employers, who sought long-lost treasures, taking a finder's fee
and returning the bulk to the rightful heirs. But the law seems to show up whenever they feel they
are getting close to an answer. Not to help, but to scare them away in some none too friendly
confrontations. And their hotel room gets ransacked, causing loss of computer and documents
directing the quest. Finally, it seems they might have found aid from the kindly hotel keep, who
loans a book on the history of the area. And the reclusive old lady who drove them off her land ends
up sharing some old letters that may hold some answers. But are these truly Kindle gestures, or is

more sinister motivation behind the sharing? And why are the cops so antagonistic? And what
vindication is the ghost seeking... the one who was at the graveyard? You'll enjoy learning the
answers as you read this fast-moving story.

I've read the first four books in this series and I found this one a bit disappointing; not up to par with
the first three. There are too many characters to keep track of, and about half of them (most of the
guys) don't really do anything. The part about Mateo was also a little too deus ex machina. I'll move
on to the next one, though, and hope Ms. Dobbs will rebound.

Excellent, edge of your seat, page turner. If you have read any of the Blackmoore sisters series, you
will enjoy this one. once again the girls are hunting treasures only this time it's not theirs. The
treasures are from stage coach robberies from the 1800's. Yeah, this one is set in an old western
town with deserted gold mines. There is an old unsolved murders from the 1800's and a corrupt
sheriff from then as well as one in the present. There is a love triangle between sheriff Deke, Lilly
and Shorty. Shorty is the one accused of the robberies. Celeste, the one who can see and
communicate with ghosts, gets her clues from the ghost of Lilly, warnings from sheriff Deke and
help from Shorty. Belladonna, the cat, who always seem to appear, even though she is left at the
hotel, is also there giving help to the girls. Also the girls ghost of their grandmother is there in the
saloon, giving Celeste some clues. People you have got to read this book it is real good. You know I
had to get the rest of the series and I read them all. they were all excellent reads.

This is certainly not the best of this series. The story feels rushed and the characters are superficial.
These sisters have a strong bond and none of it seems to be evident in this book. It is a short story
with familiar people in it. That' s all I can say.

I don't really understand my morbid fascination with this series. I want to really 'like' it but the writing
is just so juvenile. I keep thinking it is going to get better but it just doesn't. I downloaded some of
these for free so no big loss there. I want the author to wake up and engage the reader not just
continually repeat the entire set of descriptions of who and what and where they are from all of the
previous books. It is unnecessary. Usually when an author writes a series this long they tend to find
a groove or they get lazy and this author is just consistently juvenile like she is writing for 10 yr olds
and her favorite books of all time was Nancy Drew. Plus, her time frame doesn't work until she gets
to the 5th book. Jolene is 18 yrs old in the first one.The books progress a few months forward at a

time and all of a sudden she is 21 and 3 yrs have passed. I also found more editing errors in the in
the 5th book so I think I am done now. Oh, and by the way, Nancy Drew series was my favorite in
5th and 6th grade so the writing style is very familiar to me, they should warn you that this series is
for pre-teens.
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